Solution brief

Projectplace for your
enterprise
It’s time to
collaborate

In today’s world, teams are often internal and external to a company, dispersed
throughout departments, cross-functional, or in essence, virtual. These teams
work together in different ways and on different types of work that span daily
tasks, team-centric work, and organized projects.

A recent project management
survey shows that achieving
success has never been so tough.

Projectplace is a collaborative work management tool that brings teams
together to get work done.

Participants report:

Better collaboration tools
can result in big gains:

Whether your team is down the hall or on the other side of the globe, and
whether you are managing projects or simply handling daily tasks, Projectplace
provides everything you need to set direction, communicate, execute tasks,
track progress and ultimately achieve your goals – all in one place.

• 82% less time wasted
• 71% stronger sense of team
• 74% fewer project delays
• 69% better control of costs

Get started in just minutes with the secure and scalable tool that lets you:

Get your copy of this report
for all the findings and
recommendations at “The Chaos
Theory E-Book”.

• Elevate your team’s productivity
• Plan and execute projects with collaborative workstreams – a unique
combination of planning and execution that enables teams to work the
way they work while providing stakeholders with traditional views of status
and progress
• Streamline document collaboration with robust sharing, security, and
version control

Cross-team views for organizations
Project portfolios
Dashboards

Workload management

Project planning
& execution

Document sharing

Team collaboration

Collaborative work management that empowers teams

Empower your teams to self-organize
Get activity notifications, messaging and visualize progress of day-to-day
tasks with Kanban boards. For team leads, building a virtual team is seamless.
Member management ensures everyone has access to the content they need to
get the job done while avoiding information overload.

Rely on enterpriseclass cloud service
The Projectplace cloud
infrastructure was developed
with the exacting needs of your
enterprise in mind

Plan and execute projects
Execute projects on time and manage teams, tasks, and deadlines with the help
of Collaborative Workstreams, a novel combination of Kanban boards and Gantt
charts.
This powerful combination helps you visualize your plan and easily connect work
stream items on boards and cards to the scheduled activities and milestones in
the overall project plan. Also, this enables teams to move communication out of
siloed emails.

Streamline document collaboration
Projectplace document sharing enables team members to attach relevant files
directly to Kanban boards from varied sources. Documents within Projectplace
are managed with enterprise-grade security in the cloud, and can be accessed
via mobile or desktop device for convenience.

Security
• 256-bit AES encrypted both
in transit and at rest
• Two step verification
for login security
• ISO-27001 certified

Real-time updates ensure changes to documents are visible in real-time and
version control ensures that team members see the latest document versions
with access to document history.

Add transparency with workload management
Workload Management in Projectplace provides team leads and managers
with visibility into the complete picture of task assignments and commitments
across all projects. The Workload view provides information about all overdue,
ongoing, and planned tasks, helping to inform decisions around assigning new
work or balancing workload levels of overloaded team members.

Assurance
• 99.9% uptime
• Multi-layer redundancy
• Web acceleration via Akamai

Keep tabs on cross-project health and status
Project portfolios provide stakeholders with the means to track performance
across the projects that matter to them. These views enable those in oversight
roles to manage by exception and to identify and address projects that may
need attention.

Visualize team progress with project dashboards
Project dashboards in Projectplace provide insight into progress and
productivity within projects. These interactive visual displays help team leads
and managers to easily track how close the team is to meeting deadlines and
where bottlenecks may be keeping the team from moving forward toward their
goals.

Control
• Role, group, and folder
based access control
• Complete audit logging,
monitoring, and traceability
• SAML and Active Directory
for Single Sign-on

Collaborate easily with stakeholders
Stay up to date on project status and updates with the Projectplace apps for
iOS and Android. Access your projects, update the status of your assignments,
review documents and collaborate with team members from wherever you are.
For more information, visit projectplace.com.
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